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Abstract—A method for estimating vector velocities using
transverse oscillation (TO) combined with directional beamform-
ing is presented. In Directional Transverse Oscillation (DTO)
a normal focused field is emitted and the received signals are
beamformed in the lateral direction transverse to the ultrasound
beam to increase the amount of data for vector velocity estima-
tion. The approach is self-calibrating as the lateral oscillation
period is estimated from the directional signal through a Fourier
transform to yield quantitative velocity results over a large range
of depths. The approach was extensively simulated using Field
IIpro and implemented on the experimental SARUS scanner in
connection with a BK Medical 8820e convex array transducer.
Velocity estimates for DTO are found for beam-to-flow angles of
60◦, 75◦, and 90◦, and vessel depths from 24 to 156 mm. Using
16 emissions the Standard Deviation (SD) for angle estimation at
depths ranging from 24 to 104 mm are between 6.01◦ and 0.93◦
with a mean SD of 2.8◦. The mean relative SD for the lateral
velocity component is 9.2% and the mean relative bias -3.4% or
4 times lower than for traditional TO. The approach also works
for deeper lying vessels with a slight increase in SD to 15.7%,
but a maintained bias of -3.5% from 126 to 156 mm. Data for a
pulsating flow has also been acquired for 15 cardiac cycles using
a CompuFlow 1000 pump. The relative SD was here 7.4% for a
femoral artery waveform.
I. INTRODUCTION
Measuring volume flow or the degrees of stenosis necessi-
tates the measurement of quantitative velocity values. Often
this is performed with spectral velocity imaging, and here a
compensation for the beam-to-flow angle has to be performed.
This is not possible to perform correctly in many complex
vascular geometries for a pulsating flow as the angle will
vary as a function of time and space, and there is no single,
correct angle. Vector flow imaging is, thus, necessary to make
correct assessments. Several authors have presented methods
for this including speckle tracking [1], crossed-beams [2], [3],
and variations of directional beamforming [4], [5], which all
seek to devise quantitative, angle independent measures. Many
of these methods have also been combined with fast imaging
using synthetic aperture [6] and plane wave imaging [7], [8],
[9] and further refined by a number of authors. The dual beam
vector velocity method was further investigated by Dunmire
et al. [3], Pastorelli et al. [10], and Swillens et al. [11]. Fadnes
et al. [12] and Ekroll et al. [9] combined the dual beam
approach with the plane wave vector flow imaging to show
vector flow images. The plane wave imaging approach has
also been extensively investigated by Provost et al. [13] and
Bercoff et al. [8] although these are only for the axial velocity
component estimation. A comprehensive review of vector flow
imaging and the various advantages and disadvantages can be
found in [14] and [15].
The velocity vector in a plane can also be estimated using
the transverse oscillation (TO) method described in [16], [17],
[18], which is a computationally in-expensive method that
has been implemented on a commercial platform. A similar
approach has also been suggested by Anderson [19] and
studied by Sumi [20] and Liebgott et al. [21], [22], [23]. It
was also combined with plane wave imaging by Lenge et
al. [24]. In TO vector flow imaging (VFI) two beams are
formed during receive processing for finding the direction
of the flow. In conventional axial velocity estimation this is
found using the in-phase and the quadrature signals, which are
90◦ phase shifted relative to each other using either a phase
delay or a Hilbert transform [25]. In TO the two beams are
spatially phase shifted a quarter of the lateral wavelength. This
wavelength depends on the emit focus, the receive apodization
function, and the interrogation depth. The TO wavelength is
predicted from [16], [26]:
λx =
2λd
Pd
=
2λd
NdPi
, (1)
where λ is the normal axial wavelength, d is the depth, and
Pd is the distance between the two peaks in the apodization
function. The transducer pitch is Pi, and the number of
elements between the peaks is Nd . The lateral wavelength
depends on depth, and therefore has to be calculated for every
depth to ensure an unbiased and accurate result. The equation
is also only valid in the far-field or at the focus. For a pulsed
field this can introduce a significant bias, and optimization has
to be employed. This complicates the implementation of the
approach [27].
A new method for beamforming transverse to the ultrasound
direction is therefore suggested to make the approach self-
calibrating. The beams can be used for velocity estimation,
and the lateral oscillation period or wavelength can also be
estimated from this data making the method self-calibrating
without the need for pre-calculation of the lateral wavelength.
This results in a significantly reduced bias in the lateral veloc-
ity estimates and in the angle determination over a large range
of depths leading to quantitative velocity estimates. These can
be used for vector flow imaging or in the quantification of flow
parameters in duplex measurements in a single direction as is
obtained for a spectral system. The method has previously
been presented in a conference paper [28], which this ex-
panded paper is based on. It adds a comprehensive simulation
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Fig. 1. Focusing of the received signals to generate a signal transverse to the
ultrasound direction.
and measurement study along with a detailed derivation of
the estimator. The method is described in Section II, and the
velocity estimator is derived in Section III. The performance
is extensively studied using simulations in Section VI-A and
flow rig measurements in Section VI-B. Finally results from
a pulsating flow is presented in Section VI-E.
II. DIRECTIONAL TRANSVERSE OSCILLATION APPROACH
The new method beamforms received signals in the lateral
direction as shown in Fig. 1. A normal focused field is emitted,
and the signals are received on all transducer elements. A beam
x(n,k, i) is then focused at the depth of interest in a direction
transverse to the ultrasound propagation direction. Here n is
the sample index in depth (RF signal), k is the sample number
along the directional line, and i is the pulse emission number.
Bonnefous [4] suggested focusing a number of parallel beams
in receive and then taking data out at one specific depth.
Correlating these data from different emissions can then yield
the lateral velocity component, when the flow is perpendicular
to the ultrasound propagation direction. For other angles the
approach breaks down and focusing signals along the flow
direction was suggested in [5], [29]. This yields the velocity
magnitude, if the proper direction is used as described in [30],
[31]. The key idea in this paper is, however, to introduce a
lateral oscillation and not to have to focus along the flow, as
this necessitates knowing the beam-to-flow angle. The lateral
beamformed signals can then be correlated, and the phase
shift between two emissions is then proportional to the lateral
velocity. The developed estimator below decouples the lateral
and axial signals so that the two velocity components can be
estimated independently.
A lateral oscillation is obtained, if a receive apodization
waveform is employed as shown in Fig. 1 with two peaks
separated by a distance Pd . Two apodization peaks can also be
employed for the transmit beam to generate a lateral oscillation
with a shorter wavelength.
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Fig. 2. Directional signal obtained from the focusing. The blue curve is the
directional signal and the red curve is the Hilbert transform of the directional
signal.
A signal as a function of lateral distance is then beam-
formed. It is shown as the blue curve in Fig. 2. To perform
the velocity estimation, the quadrature signal is also needed
[18]. This can be obtained by performing a spatial Hilbert
transform of the directional signal:
y(n,k, i) =Hk{x(n,k, i)},
where Hk denotes Hilbert transform along the lateral sample
direction k. It is shown as the red curve in Fig. 2. This yields
a combined complex signal with a one-sided spectrum, which
directly can be used by the estimator. The mean frequency of
one directional signal (blue curve in Fig. 2) yields the lateral
oscillation frequency, in the same way as the spectrum of the
RF ultrasound signal yields the ultrasound frequency in the n
sample direction [32].
An example of the two-dimensional data set used in the
approach is illustrated in Fig. 3. Four different oscillations are
found in this data set. The emitted ultrasound frequency f0 is
found along the RF sample direction n. The lateral oscillation
frequency fl = 1/λx is found along the directional signals
direction k. Finally, along the emission index i the frequencies
are a combination of the axial velocity component vz with a
corresponding frequency of fp = 2vz/λ and the lateral velocity
component vx with a corresponding frequency of fx = vx/λx.
The method presented here can identify these four frequencies
independently, and, thus, compensate the velocity estimates to
yield unbiased estimates as a function of depth.
III. VELOCITY ESTIMATION
This Section derives a modified estimator developed based
on the vector velocity estimator for TO imaging described in
[18]. It is modified to include averaging across all samples in
the directional signal and along RF samples.
A complex signal is formed from the beamformed direc-
tional signal and its spatial Hilbert transform in the direction
k as
rsq(n,k, i) = x(n,k, i)+ jy(n,k, i). (2)
3Fig. 3. Two-dimensional data matrix used for the DTO method for a single
emission. The first time index n is along the depth direction (Time) and the
second index k is along the directional signal transverse to the ultrasound
beam (Lateral distance). One 2-D matrix is found for each pulse emission,
thus, yielding a 3-D matrix used for the velocity estimation.
The received signals from the transducer are then Hilbert
transformed in the temporal direction n, and a new directional
beamformed signal formed at the same depth for these data.
This gives the signal rsqh(n,k, i) as:
rsqh(n,k, i) =Hn{x(n,k, i)}+ jHn{y(n,k, i)}. (3)
Two new signals are then formed from:
r1(n,k, i) = rsq(n,k, i)+ jrsqh(n,k, i)
r2(n,k, i) = rsq(n,k, i)− jrsqh(n,k, i). (4)
A simple model for the received signal representing all four
frequencies found in the received 3-D signal is then [25], [18]:
r1(n,k, i) = a · exp
(
j2pi
[(
2vz
c
f0iTpr f − f0
(
n
fs
+
2d
c
))
+
(
vx
λx
iTpr f − k∆xλx
)])
= a · exp
(
j
2pi
λ
(
2vziTpr f −n∆z−2d
))
·exp
(
j
2pi
λx
(
vxiTpr f − k∆x
))
, (5)
when assuming monochromatic signals. Here c is the speed of
sound, ∆x is the sampling interval along the lateral signal, a is
a constant, fs is the temporal sampling frequency, ∆z = c/ fs,
and Tpr f is the time between pulse emissions. The interro-
gation depth is d, and the two frequencies received from the
axial and lateral motions are given by:
fp =
2vz
c
f0 =
2vz
λ
, fx =
vx
λx
. (6)
The changes in phase as a function of emission number for
the two signals r1(n,k, i) and r2(n,k, i) are [18]:
∆Θ1
∆i
= 2piTpr f ( fx + fp)
∆Θ2
∆i
= 2piTpr f ( fx− fp). (7)
The transverse velocity can, thus, be found directly from:
vx =
(∆Θ1∆i +
∆Θ2
∆i )λx
2pi2Tpr f
(8)
and the axial velocity from
vz =
(∆Θ1∆i − ∆Θ2∆i )λ
2pi4Tpr f
. (9)
For a complex signal the phase change is determined from
the estimated complex autocorrelation of the signal [25],
[33]. For the directional signals the autocorrelation function
estimates are:
Rˆ1(1,Nz) =
1
(Ne−1)NdNs
(Ns−1)/2
∑
n=−(Ns−1)/2
Ne−2
∑
i=0
Nd−1
∑
k=0
r∗1(n+Nz,k, i)r1(n+Nz,k, i+1), (10)
and
Rˆ2(1,Nz) =
1
(Ne−1)NdNs
(Ns−1)/2
∑
n=−(Ns−1)/2
Ne−2
∑
i=0
Nd−1
∑
k=0
r∗2(n+Nz,k, i)r2(n+Nz,k, i+1). (11)
The autocorrelation estimates are, thus, averaged over the
number of emissions Ne, and the number of RF samples Ns
around the estimation depth sample Nz as in [18]. Further
averaging over the number of samples in the directional lines
Nd is used in the new estimator to reduce noise and improve
on estimation accuracy.
The velocity estimators for the two velocity components are
then:
vx(Nz) =
λx
2pi2Tpr f
arctan× (12)(
ℑ{R1z(1)}ℜ{R2z(1)}+ℑ{R2z(1)}ℜ{R1z(1)}
ℜ{R1z(1)}ℜ{R2z(1)}−ℑ{R1z(1)}ℑ{R2z(1)}
)
and
vz(Nz) =
λ
2pi4Tpr f
arctan× (13)(
ℑ{R1z(1)}ℜ{R2z(1)}−ℑ{R2z(1)}ℜ{R1z(1)}
ℜ{R1z(1)}ℜ{R2z(1)}+ℑ{R1z(1)}ℑ{R2z(1)}
)
,
when using the derivation from [18] to combine the two phase
shift estimates into one equation. Here ℑ denotes imaginary
part, and ℜ real part and R1z(1) corresponds to R1(1,Nz).
The lateral velocity is directly scaled by the lateral wave-
length λx, which varies as a function of depth. In current
TO schemes this is estimated for the various depths, and,
thus, has to be predicted either using (1) or found through
computer simulations [27] to avoid a bias on the lateral
velocity component. The approach here is to use the lateral
directional signal to estimate λx from the acquired data. This
can be calculated by:
1/λx(n) = fl(n) =
Nd/2
∑
m=−Nd/2−1
m
Nd∆x
|Rsq(n,m, i)|2
Nd/2
∑
m=−Nd/2
|Rsq(n,m, i)|2
(14)
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Fig. 4. Lateral response of the TO field at the peak position (top graph) and
the corresponding Fourier transform of the complex PSF using the left and
right beam. The blue and dashed green lines show the TO signals, and the
lower graph shows the corresponding amplitude spectrum. The red line is the
Hilbert transform of the blue line, and shows the ideal response for the green
dashed line.
where Rsq(n,m, i) is the Fourier transform of the complex
directional signal rsq(n,k, i) = x(n,k, i) + jy(n,k, i) along the
directional signal direction k and at the RF sample index
n. This makes the approach self calibrating as in [32] for
axial velocity estimation and automatically takes diffraction,
attenuation, and absorption into account. The lateral wave-
length λx is then calculated for the different depths and
emissions to yield an unbiased estimate of the transverse
velocity. These frequency estimates are improved by averaging
over all emissions and over the pulse length as
fl(Nz) =
1
Np
Nz+Np/2−1
∑
n=Nz−Np/2
1
Ne
Ne−1
∑
i=0
Nd/2
∑
m=−Nd/2−1
m
Nd∆x
|Rsq(n,m, i)|2
Nd/2
∑
m=−Nd/2
|Rsq(n,m, i)|2
,
(15)
where Np is the number of samples in the ultrasound pulse.
The bias on the axial velocity component is determined by λ
as this directly scales the velocity estimate [25]. This bias can,
thus, be maintained low, if the correct wavelength is employed
or estimated from the data as in [34], [35]. In this paper a fixed
value directly calculated from the transducer center frequency
and the speed of sound in the medium is used.
The beamforming can be performed for a normal focused
emission, for synthetic aperture flow imaging, and for plane
wave imaging. The transmit and receive apodization function
can be changed as a function of depth to obtain the highest
possible fl . In synthetic aperture and plane wave imaging the
combined transmit apodization function can also be manipu-
lated to further increase the lateral oscillation frequency.
IV. DESIGNING DTO FIELDS
The spatial Hilbert transform yields a one-sided spectrum
for the DTO field. This avoids the need for having spatial
quadrature ultrasound beams as described in [27]. It is, thus,
possible to design the ultrasound field with a more narrow
beam without having the spectral leakage into negative spatial
frequencies shown in Fig. 4. The top graphs shows the lateral
signal at the peak in the TO field for both the left (solid blue
curve) and right (dashed green curve) beamformed signal. The
Fourier transform of the complex PSF is shown in the lower
graph and indicates a high spatial oscillation frequency of
710.0 m−1 corresponding to a wavelength of 1.41 mm at a
depth of 30 mm. The lateral signals nearly form a spatial
quadrature after optimization, but the dotted red line shows
the ideal response from DTO beamforming. The deviation
in the traditional quadrature beamforming gives a spectral
leakage ratio of -14.8 dB as shown in the lower graph, which
can be avoided in DTO beamforming. It is, thus, possible to
design DTO fields for a higher spatial resolution and a higher
spatial oscillation frequency, and still attain a low bias as the
resulting estimates are not affected by spectral leakage. A
receive F-number of 0.5 has therefore been selected for DTO
beamforming, which is a factor of 4 smaller than previously
used in TO beamforming [27].
V. SIMULATIONS, MEASUREMENTS, AND PROCESSING
The velocity estimation approach has been implemented
on the SARUS experimental scanner [36]. A BK Medical
8820e convex array transducer was employed, and vector flow
imaging (VFI) in a single direction was interleaved with a
B-mode image. An active aperture of 64 elements was used
during transmit for both sequences. The focal point was at 42
mm (F# = 2) for the B-mode and 105.6 mm (F# = 5) for VFI
in vessels down to 80 mm. A transmit focus of 300 mm was
used for deeper lying vessels, as the transmitted field has to
be broad enough to cover the length of the directional line.
A single cycle excitation was used for B-mode imaging and
four cycles for flow imaging with a center frequency of 3
MHz. The transducer has 192 elements with λ pitch and the
B-mode image consisted of 129 lines. A 6 mm radius tube in
a circulating flow rig was scanned. The flow was stationary,
and a 1.2 m entrance tube length ensured a parabolic flow. The
volume flow was measured by a Danfoss Magnetic flow meter
MAG1100 (Danfoss, Nordborg, Denmark) for calculating the
peak velocity in the parabolic profile used as a reference.
The volume flow was 106.4 l/h corresponding to a peak
velocity in the vessel of 0.52 m/s. There was a slight varia-
tion among measurements in the pump output, and this was
accounted for by measuring the flow rate with the Danfoss
meter (stated accuracy of 1%). The pulse repetition frequency
was 2.5 kHz and the beam-to-flow angles were 60, 75, and
90 degrees. The measurement depths were 24, 44, 64, 84,
and 104 mm from the transducer surface to the vessel center.
Measurements were also conducted at 126, 146, and 156 mm.
Here the transmit focus was at 300 mm and the pulse repetition
frequency was reduced to 2 kHz. Twenty frames were acquired
for each situation corresponding to 2,580 emissions or 1.03
and 1.29 seconds of data.
Pulsating flow was also investigated by using a CompuFlow
1000 pump (Shelley Medical Imaging Technologies, Toronto,
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Fig. 5. Dynamic apodization profiles as a function of depth for the receive
processing. The distance between peaks and the widths are adjusted according
to the receive F-number of 0.5.
Canada) capable of generating time-varying waveforms. It was
connected to a straight tube phantom with an internal diameter
of 8 mm placed 38.2 mm from the probe. The pump was set
to produce a waveform mimicking that of a femoral artery,
and of stationary parabolic flow. The duration of one pump
cycle was 840 ms and data for 15 cycles were acquired for
250 frames (12.9 seconds of data).
A. Simulations
An automatic simulation approach was developed based on
the parameters stored by the SARUS system to make them
exactly the same as for the measurements. From these the
setup and flow were simulated using Field IIpro [37], [38],
[39] and the same parameters as for the measured data. The
impulse response was measured for the probe and included in
the simulation as described in [40]. A wall-less phantom with
the same dimensions and flow as for the measurements was
simulated. The tube radius was 6 mm, and its lateral length was
36 mm. Ten thousand point scatterers were simulated in the
tube, and ten full images were simulated with 129 emissions
each. No noise was added to the simulated data to reveal the
ideal estimator performance.
B. Processing
RF data for all transducer elements were stored for off-line
beamforming by the BFT3 beamforming toolbox [41]. Data
from simulations and measurements were processed using
the same parameters. The beamformation employed a double
Gaussian apodization on the receiving aperture, and the F-
number in receive was 0.5. The beamformed directional lines
had a length of 20λ and a sampling interval of λ/4. The
receiving aperture was expanded as a function of depth to
maintain a constant F-number and thereby a constant λx until
all 192 elements were used. The resulting apodization profiles
are shown in Fig. 5.
Stationary echo canceling was performed by subtracting
the mean value from the signals to minimize stationary
components giving a cut-off frequency of fpr f /N, where N
is the number of emissions for the estimate. The estimated
correlation functions were averaged over one pulse length for
both the axial and lateral velocity components, and the axial
component was found using the autocorrelation approach [33]
with RF averaging [32]. DTO signals with a length of ±10λ
centered around the ultrasound beam were beamformed and
used for the velocity estimation before using the estimator
described in Section III. The lateral oscillation period was
estimated continuously as a function of depth using (15) for
the same data as used for the velocity estimation. The data
were also processed using the method described in [27] for
comparison.
The performance of the method is evaluated using the
relative bias and relative standard deviation normalized with
the peak velocity in the vessel. This is around 0.52 m/s, and
an average is taken across the central 90% of the vessel to
avoid echo canceling effects at the vessel wall.
VI. RESULTS
These Sections describes the obtained results from the
simulations in Section VI-A and for the flow rig measurements
in Section VI-B. Section VI-C compares DTO to the TO
approach described in [27], and results for deeper lying vessels
are described in Section VI-D. Finally results for pulsating
flow are described in Section VI-E.
A. DTO Simulations
Typical velocity profiles for eight emissions are shown in
Fig. 6 at a vessel center depth of 44 mm and at a beam-
to-flow angle of 90◦. The top graph shows the mean of the
estimated axial velocity component as the solid blue line and
± one standard deviation (SD). The lower graph shows the
corresponding values for the lateral velocity component. The
overall relative standard deviation for vx is 4.49% with a bias
of 3.98%, predominately due to the increased width at the
edges of the vessel. The peak velocity that can be estimated
is 1.85 m/s, and the relative values would then be 1.1% for
SD and 1.25% for the bias. Large deviations in velocities are
seen outside the vessel, where the velocity should be zero. For
stationary objects the echo canceling filter removes all signal
energy as two measurements give exactly the same signal
for zero velocity. Thus, only noise is left, and the estimator
yields an arbitrary velocity estimate. This is usually handled
by having a discriminator that sets velocity estimates to zero,
when the residual energy is low compared to the signal before
echo canceling [25]. This has not been included here, and the
performance of the estimator is evaluated from the central 90%
of the vessel.
The number of emissions used for velocity estimation
affects the performance of the approach as shown in Fig.
7. The SD drops from 4.4% for 8 emissions to 3% for 64
emissions, and the bias from 4.5% to -2%. The effect is
small and indicates that acceptable velocity estimates can be
attained for only 8 emissions, and the improvement for more
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Fig. 6. Mean velocity profile for parabolic simulated flow at a vessel depth
of 44 mm and using 8 emissions for the estimation at a beam to flow angle
of 90◦.
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Fig. 7. Standard deviation and bias as a function of number of emissions
used in the estimation of the velocity at a vessel depth of 44 mm at 90◦ for
simulated data.
emissions is minor and probably due to a slightly better echo
canceling. The SD and bias for the axial velocity estimates
are roughly lower by a factor between 1.5 and 3 than for
the transverse component, which is consistent with findings in
previous publications [16], [27].
Similar graphs for a vessel depth of 84 mm are shown in
Fig. 8. The SD is increased to 8.5% and the bias to 12.6%,
which can be reduced by employing 16 or 32 emissions to
attain the same level of performance as for a vessel depth of
44 mm.
The SD as a function of depth and angle is shown in Fig.
9. The standard deviation is increasing slightly with depth and
also increases, when the angle is decreased from 90◦ to 60◦.
The SD drops with an increasing number of emissions used for
the estimation. Similar figures for the bias are shown in Fig.
10, where it can be seen that the bias and SD is maintained
for all depths and angles. For 16 emissions the maximum bias
for all situations is 3.4%, the minimum bias is -8.9%, and
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Fig. 8. Mean velocity profile for parabolic simulated flow at a vessel depth
of 84 mm (top graphs) for 8 emissions, and standard deviation and bias as a
function of number of emissions (bottom graphs).
the mean SD for all situations is 3.6% for the lateral velocity
component.
Having a precise estimate of both the axial and lateral
velocity component makes it possible to estimate the beam-
to-flow angle. The resulting mean angles ± one standard
deviation are shown in Fig. 11 for 16 emissions. From 24 to
104 mm the angle is estimated within a maximum SD of 6.0◦
with a minimum SD of 1.11◦ and an average SD of 2.5◦. The
angle SD is increasing with decreasing beam-to-flow angle as
the axial velocity component increases. Similar trends are seen
for other number of emissions, where the angle SD decrease
with an increasing number of emissions (8 lines: 4.2◦, 64 lines:
1.5◦).
B. Flow rig measurements
The performance for the flow rig measurements is shown in
Fig. 12 at a vessel center depth of 44 mm and at a beam-to-flow
angle of 90◦ and 16 emissions. The top graphs shows the mean
of the estimated axial velocity component as the solid blue line
and ± one standard deviation (SD). The lower graph shows
the corresponding values for the lateral velocity component.
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Fig. 9. Relative SD as a function depth and angle for 8 (top), 16 (middle)
and 32 emissions (bottom) for the simulated lateral velocity component.
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Fig. 10. Relative bias as a function depth and angle for 8 (top), 16 (middle)
and 32 emissions (bottom) for the simulated lateral velocity component.
In the measurement setup the angle is not precisely 90◦, and
the mean estimated angle has therefore been used for the
reference waveform. This usually gives a change in angle
below 1 degree. The overall relative standard deviation for
vx is 6.14% with a bias of -3.77%. This is slightly higher
than for the simulated flow, where the bias is -0.47%. This is,
however, within the tolerances of the transducer holder, which
are around ±1 mm and 1◦. A 1 mm offset from the vessels’
center position will give a bias of 2.8%.
The performance as a function of depth and angle for the
measured data is shown in Fig. 13. Overall the performance is
slightly worse for the measured data. The standard deviation
is slightly higher than for the simulations, and the bias is
consistently more negative as shown in Fig. 14. The bias for
the lateral velocity component vx for depths from 24 to 104
mm using 16 emissions spans from 2.7% to -11.1% with a
mean bias for all situations of -3.4%.
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Fig. 11. Estimated angle ± one standard deviation as a function depth and
angle for simulated data and 16 emissions.
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Fig. 12. Mean velocity profile for measured parabolic flow at a vessel depth
of 44 mm and using 16 emissions for the estimation.
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Fig. 13. Measured relative SD as a function depth and angle for 8 (top), 16
(middle) and 32 emissions (bottom).
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Fig. 14. Measured relative bias as a function depth and angle for 8 (top), 16
(middle) and 32 emissions (bottom) for the lateral velocity component.
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Fig. 15. Estimated angle ± one standard deviation as a function depth and
angle for measured data and 16 emissions.
The resulting mean angles ± one standard deviation for
measured data are shown in Fig. 15 for 16 emissions. From
24 to 104 mm the angle is estimated within a maximum SD
of 6.0◦ with a minimum SD of 0.93◦ and an average SD of
2.8◦ corresponding to a relative SD of 1.6%. In general the
trend is the same as for the simulated data as the estimated
angles span the same interval.
C. Comparison to standard TO
The data acquired from the flow rig has also been beam-
formed and processed using the TO approach described in
[27] using the dynamic apodization shown in Fig. 5. The
relative SD and bias are shown in Fig. 16 for the optimized
TO approach using 16 emissions.
The SD is only slightly lower for the DTO approach, but the
bias is significantly lower. The bias for the angles for depths
from 24 to 104 mm using 16 emission and TO is between -
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Fig. 16. Measured relative SD (top) and bias (bottom) using 16 emissions
for the TO approach for the lateral velocity component.
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Fig. 17. Estimated angle ± one standard deviation as a function depth and
angle for measured data and 16 emissions using the TO approach.
6.4% and -24.9% with a mean for all situations of -12.6%. This
should be compared with the mean bias for DTO of -3.4%.
The statistics for the estimated angles are shown in Fig. 17.
The span of SDs for the angles for depths from 24 to 104 mm
using 16 emissions is between 15.3◦ and 2.8◦ with a mean SD
for all situations of 6.5◦. This should be compared with 2.8◦
for DTO.
D. Deep vessel imaging
The previous investigations were performed down to 104
mm, but deeper lying vessels are often of interest. For these
the active receive aperture cannot be expanded more, and the
lateral oscillation period will therefore increase with depth,
thus, reducing the resolution as in e.g. phased array imaging.
To quantify this, experiments have been conducted at depths
of 126 to 156 mm for the three angles. The transmit focus
was maintained at 300 mm and fpr f was lowered to 2 kHz.
The maximum depth of 156 mm was determined by the size
of the mechanical transducer holder.
An example of profiles estimated at the maximum depth
for a 90◦ beam-to-flow angle is shown in Fig. 18. Thirty-two
emissions were used, and the bias was -8.5% for a SD of
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Fig. 18. Mean velocity profile for measured parabolic flow at a vessel depth
of 156 mm and using 32 emissions for the estimation.
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Fig. 19. Measured relative SD as a function depth and angle for 32 (top), 64
(middle), and 128 emissions (bottom).
8.3%, and the angle was found to be 91.4◦ with a SD of 0.6◦.
Larger depths need more emissions to attain the same
performance due to the loss of energy, and Fig. 19 shows the
SD for larger depths using 32, 64, and 128 emissions. For 32
emissions the bias ranges from 1.8% to -10.3% with a mean
of -4.9% for all depths from 24 to 156 mm.
A larger amount of emissions will lower the frame rate to
an unacceptable level, but a duplex sequence can be used
where the velocity vectors are found only along one line.
This could give a quantitative replacement for spectral Doppler
investigations, as described below for pulsating flow.
E. Pulsating flow measurements
The results shown above are for stationary, parabolic flow,
where it is possible to average over long times to decrease
the standard deviation. This is unrealistic in a clinical setting
due to the acceleration of the flow. The velocity can, thus,
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Fig. 20. Mean velocity at vessel center after automatic alignment for all
15 pulsation cycles along with estimated angle, stroke volume, and their
respective precisions.
only be considered constant over a short time interval, and
this will affect the accuracy. Data has therefore been measured
for pulsating flow over 15 cardiac cycles for a femoral artery
waveform. The profiles are estimated as a function of time
and space in a single direction. The mean and SD was found
over the cardiac cycle as shown in Fig. 20. The velocity at
the center of the vessel was found using 128 emissions and
the depth of the vessel center was 38.2 mm. The waveforms
for the individual heart cycles were aligned using cross-
correlation, and the velocity samples were aligned through
spline interpolation.
The relative mean SD after alignment is 0.017 m/s across
the pulsation cycle. The peak velocity was 0.26 m/s yielding
a relative SD of 7.4% compared to the peak value or 0.87%
compared to the peak detectable velocity. The peak velocity
was found to 0.26 m/s with an SD of 0.01 m/s across
heart beats. From this continuous data the stroke volume was
found to be 1.29±0.26 mL/stroke (true value of pump: 1.15
mL/stroke, accuracy 3%, ±0.035 mL/stroke ).
VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
A new method for making TO vector flow estimation self-
calibrating has been suggested. The technique estimates the
lateral oscillation period from the actual measured data and
uses this in the velocity estimation. This makes it possible to
have any apodization waveform and lower F-number focusing
without having to predict the lateral oscillation period, and
this maintains a low bias of the estimates for different depths.
The approach also makes it possible to average over the lateral
signal to decrease variance.
The fields used in TO imaging can be more narrowly
focused using the new method. In previous approaches the
transmit focus was kept high with an F-number of 5 to make
focusing easier and obtain a one-sided spectrum. Now the F-
number in receive can be lowered from 2 to 0.5 and thereby
increase the lateral resolution.
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The self-calibrating feature of DTO was demonstrated for
depths from 24 to 104 mm and for angles from 60◦ to 90◦. For
16 emissions the angle was found with an average SD of 2.8◦.
The relative SD could for angles above 60◦ be maintained
below 10% for the lateral velocity component with a slight
increase in SD for decreasing angle. The SD was also roughly
constant for all depths with a slightly increase at higher depths;
probably due to a decrease in SNR. The SD for the lateral
component is roughly 3 times that for the axial component.
Performance could be slightly increased by increasing the
number of emissions used for one estimate at a penalty in
frame rate. Usable estimates with SDs around 10-15% were
obtained even for 8 emissions indicating that fast VFI can be
made. Compared to optimized TO, the new approach gives
a decrease in mean bias from -12.6% to -3.4%. A similar
performance gain is seen for the angle estimation.
VFI for deeper lying vessels from 126 to 156 mm could also
be attained with a bias maintained below 10% and a slightly
increased SD. This could be compensated for by increasing the
number of emissions to yield quantitative velocity estimates
at a reduced frame rate, or in a duplex sequence for finding
velocity indices that do not have to be angle corrected.
A pulsating flow example showed that the continuous du-
plex data can be used for yielding quantitative flow measures
and can potentially replace angle-corrected estimates based
on spectral velocity estimation. From fifteen heart beats peak
velocity, volume flow, beam-to-flow angle, and their precisions
can be determined at any angle making estimation faster and
less error prone than estimates based on the spectrum. This
approach can also handle the situation with a time varying
angle over the cardiac cycle, which is typical for more complex
flow in tortuous or stenosed vessels. The angle variation is also
a direct indication of turbulence and disturbed flow.
The bias is nearly always negative for the measurements
conducted here. This is probably due to the averaging of
the velocity estimates across the width of the point spread
function. This will inevitably lead to a lower velocity, and the
peak velocity in a vessel is difficult to estimate precisely. The
bias is, however, small (around -5% across all depths) and
could be scaled out, but there are different biases (range from
1.8% to -10.3%) as it depends on depth and flow angle making
a fixed compensation of little value.
The drawback of DTO is the increased beamforming and
processing to perform. The number of parallel beams is
increased by the number of samples in the directional signal,
and this can be around 10 to 20 times that of TO beamforming.
Here 80 samples are beamformed per directional line. Modern
scanners can, however, make several beams in parallel up to
64, and this matches the demand for DTO.
The approach can also be employed for three-dimensional
velocity estimation. This necessitates the use of a two-
dimensional transducer and beamforming in two orthogonal
planes. The TO vector velocity estimation for 3-D imaging
is described in [42], [43]. Here five lines are beamformed in
parallel to find the velocity estimates for all three velocity
components vx,vy, and vz. The normal in-phase and quadrature
beamforming is here replaced by a transverse beamforming
orthogonal to the ultrasound beam direction in the x− z plane
and in the y−z plane. The estimation scheme described above
can then be employed.
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